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Q. Any differences between performing on street and a venue 
 
Pokei: 
When we brought our show to Edinburgh in 2006, we did street performances, not the ones at venue. At that time, you 
did not need to register your street performance in advance of your arrival in Edinburgh, but just got the approval from 
the fringe office. As I am not good at English, I didn’t even know the word “busker”. It was really hard to communicate 
with the staffs in the fringe office in English to register my street performance show. Unlike the current fringe system, 
there used to be a busker area at the fringe besides regular venues. At the busker area, anyone including the 
performers/companies doing shows at venue can throw your performance with tips, which is different from the 
current system, where the buskers and the fringe participants are strictly divided.  
 
The interesting point of doing a show in Edinburgh is to receive direct reactions from how much you pitch your show. I 
feel the Edinburgh Fringe is different from other festivals in the world. I have done shows in Japan and in the other 
majour festivals like the Adelaide and the Avignon, and I do feel the Edinburgh Fringe is unique. The number of 
audiences, the length of the period… You can spend the whole month just for putting all energy on your fringe show in 
Edinburgh. The more flyering and pitching you do, the more audiences you have. If you are lucky enough to do well 
both on PR and the show itself, you surely earn some achievement, not just “participation”. This is why the Edinburgh 
Fringe is one and only, I believe. 
 
Maddy: 
That’s really true. That Edinburgh atmosphere is beyond words. 
 
Pokei: 
For performers, the fringe month is challenging, but on the way back home I just cannot stop thinking of going back to 
Edinburgh next summer. That repeats every time I bring a show to Edinburgh.   
 
Maddy: 
That is the Edinburgh-Fringe-addict, I guess. 
How about you, Zeroko? I believe you have done one venue performance and several experiences on street too. 
 
Keisuke / Zeroko: 
Yes, I did solo street performance in Edinburgh in 2014, and as Zeroko, came back on street in 2018. Then, in 2019, 
Zeroko brought a show at venue. And… 
 
Masashi / Zeroko: 
I participated as a busker in 2014 then, in 2018, as Zeroko, I did a street performance. Then, in 2019, at venue. 
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Zeroko: 
At the Edinburgh Fringe, there are two different sections for buskers and street performers. Street performers can 
have a 360-degree view space. As for the differences between on street and at venue, talking about Edinburgh 
especially, on street, you start with zero-audience and build it up. Unlike in Japan or on other streets, people on street 
are there to enjoy something, which makes us easier to build our audiences. In 2014, I spent the whole month to do my 
own street performance, and luckily had a big audience every day. After returning Japan, however, it was rather hard 
to build an audience on my performance, which was surprising, but I just felt I overestimated myself. 
 
Q. Any differences between performing in Japan and in Edinburgh? 
 
Pokei: 
The first thing is the culture of comedy. In Japan, for example, when some big scene goes like someone shot but the 
diary in the pocket saves the one, then the person next to it says “Safe!”, which reminds Japanese people of the same 
image and becomes the trigger of laugh. On the other hand, in the other country like the UK, it does not mean anything 
and there is no reaction. Then I found out that, in the UK, the baseball is not as popular as in Japan. That's why nobody 
laughed. Actually I got the advice to change it to the football image, showing a red card, which worked in Edinburgh. 
 
On the other show, we had the scene using the image of bad teeth. In Japan, we have the certain image towards bad 
teeth germs like a devil with a spear, but in Scotland, it’s not common at all. I heard Scottish people have the image of 
amoeba-like form towards bad teeth. Like that, I am conscious of the culture differences on creating a show. I know 
bodily function is universal. Holding urine leads to tap-dance, this is universal. I’m learning many differences. 
 
Keisuke / Zeroko: 
Gestures and body languages are different. For example, the gesture for money. When we ask tips at the end of 
performance, we do the international style of gesture, not Japanese one.  
 
Masashi / Zeroko: 
Also, the gesture of beckoning someone. Japanese style means “go away” in the UK. 
 
Keisuke / Zeroko: 
As Pokei-san said, the culture difference is the point to consider. The other difference we feel is that audiences in 
Edinburgh see our performance more closely. They react with a small movement which Japanese audiences do not 
react. Like, they catch our hidden message of each movement, which makes us open to express. 
 
Masashi / Zeroko: 
I guess the audience in Edinburgh is more used to watching and understanding a performance. 
 
Yuuya: 
Pokei-san, do you feel many tap-dancers bring shows in the Edinburgh Fringe? 
 
Pokei: 
Yes, I think so. 
 
Yuuya: 
Then do you and your members go see other tap-dance shows from different countries? 
 
Pokei: 
Yeah, we used to, but when you do a full-run, it is physically impossible. Getting up in the morning, having a meal, 
flyering, doing a show, coming back to accommodation, and having feedback from the show… Just no time for seeing 
other shows. 
 
Yuuya: 
When you do street performances or flyering, do you see other performers and get some inspiration from them? 
 
 
 



Pokei: 
Of course, GAMARJOBAT. I was just fascinated with their shows. It was great. Both on street and at venue. I was kind of 
jealous but really inspired. 
 
Keisuke / Zeroko: 
Actually we met each other at the project GAMARJOBAT held.  
 
Masashi / Zeroko: 
Yes, we were the members of it. 
 
Keisuke / Zeroko: 
We learnt a lot from GAMARJOBAT. 
 
Coming back to the first question, the interesting thing at the Edinburgh Fringe is to receive the result of flyering by the 
number of the audience you have. The more you make efforts, the more you get. You can have honest audiences in 
Edinburgh. They will say “great” if you do “great”. You can meet the right audiences as there are many people seeking 
for something great. That kind of environment is very encouraging for us. 
 
Masashi / Zeroko: 
So we change the style at occasion. On street, we do in the street-style. Unlike at venue, on street, we have to consider 
the external factors a lot. For example, when we hear cheers nearby, we take it into the part of our performance like 
answering the cheers. 
 
Keisuke / Zeroko: 
Right. We change the style of expression on street and at venue. 
 
Masashi / Zeroko: 
I feel It may be harder for audiences to concentrate on a performance on street. 
 
Keisuke / Zeroko: 
Yuuya asked Pokei if he saw the other performers’ shows, didn’t he? We actually, in 2018, did the street performance 
but at the same time we did research for venues for our show in 2019. In that year, we did see many shows to see what 
kind of venues there are. Around 50 or so. It was exhausting but I learnt the way of thinking towards creation. 
Compared with performers/companies in Japan, they are more motivated to represent the same show. In Japan, I feel, 
doing a premiere means a lot. I saw the same show in 2014 and 2018, but the version of 2018 was completely 
different, more interesting and refined. I learnt the way of creating to develop one show by taking time, which has an 
influence on how we pace our creation. That is totally the thing we earned from the Edinburgh Fringe. 
 
 


